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1. Introduction
150,000 trees are greening the world
Last year, Royal BAM Group nv approached Trees for All to ask if we could
plant 150,000 trees, with their support, for the occasion of their 150th
anniversary in 2019. That is 1,000 trees for each year of BAM’s existence, since
the company started as a carpentry workshop in 1869. Nowadays, BAM is a
major construction company with branches in eight European countries and
construction projects all over the world.
BAM sees sustainability as a top priority and aims to contribute to the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals. The company’s insight into social
developments in this respect was further endorsed in 2019 by research
published in Nature, stating that global reforestation is essential to halting
climate change.
In anticipation of this, BAM had decided to plant 100,000 trees in the Trees
for All projects in Bolivia and Uganda, and 50,000 spread over the European
countries where BAM’s branches are located. Within its European network,
Trees for All found partner organisations that could realise the planting.
Planting days were organised in collaboration with the local BAM branches
in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, Ireland, the United Kingdom
and Switzerland. Many staff members of BAM joined in enthusiastically with
the planting and demonstrated their engagement in the project. The process
started on the 9th of February 2019 in Ireland and ended ten months later on
the 10th of December in the United Kingdom, where the 150,000th tree was
planted.
All the projects, both in the tropics and in Europe, provide added value for
the climate, for nature and for people. In the first place, planting trees helps
to reduce CO2 in our atmosphere, which is a major cause of climate change.
But the impact of these projects goes even further. Planting native species
contributes to the restoration of biodiversity and the return of flora and fauna.
There is also an important socio-economic impact, as the projects provide
employment opportunities, and the local people receive training to improve
agriculture and education, for example. By involving the local population in
our tropical forestation projects, we combine forces to find solutions for
deforestation.

One unexpected long-term benefit of this project was that the tree-planting
organisations in Europe got to know one another, exchanged experiences and
decided to enter into closer cooperation. This will allow them to better serve
internationally operational companies, such as Royal BAM Group, and thus
give an extra to boost to planting forests.
At Trees for All, we look back on a very special collaboration with Royal BAM
Group. We have laid the foundations for a long-term commitment from all
the parties concerned to join forces in realising a green and healthy world.

Simone Groenendijk
Managing director Trees for All
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2. The Netherlands

Name of organisation
Trees for All
www.treesforall.nl
The Trees for All Foundation was set up in 1999. Trees for All plants trees in
the Netherlands and abroad and offsets carbon emissions. Their mission is to
plant new forests worldwide and to protect and restore existing forests. Trees
for All achieves this by supporting sustainable forest projects. In this way, the
foundation contributes to a better climate, more biodiversity and better living
conditions for local people. Trees for All is the main partner cooperating with
BAM on realising the planting of 150,000 trees worldwide.

Trees for All
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Project Hollandse Hout
Area
Type 				
Number of trees		
Tree planting day

Province Flevoland
Forestation
10,000 trees
13 March 2019

Hollandse Hout is a nature reserve of approximately 900 hectares near the
nature reserve Oostvaardersplassen in the province of Flevoland. The area was
planted after the creation of Flevoland, in the years 1972 and 1973, mainly
with poplars, willows and alders, because these trees grow quickly. Slower
growing trees were also planted, including oak and beech. There are four
rare mushroom species listed on the Red List in the area of the reserve. The
woodcock, the oriole and the finch are also native to the reserve. Hollandse
Hout is situated four metres below sea level and the soil consists of lime-rich
sea clay. The area is managed by Staatsbosbeheer.
Adjacent to this area, Staatsbosbeheer has collaborated with various parties on
transforming 59 hectares of former agricultural land into forest, 2.5 hectares of
which were realised by BAM. The new forest is part of Hollandse Hout and is
planted with species like walnut, sweet cherry, sessile oak and lime. The species
used are mainly native.
On 13 March, 80 members of BAM and their families planted the last part of
the total of 10,000 trees and shrubs. Their contribution was the final step in
realising the entire plantation of Hollandse Hout.
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Project Waalse Bos
Area 		
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Province Utrecht
Restoration
10,000 trees
26 and 27 November 2019

For a period of three years, Trees for All has been contributing to the restoration
of the Waalse bos, a forest in the rural area of Houten in the province of
Utrecht. A large part of the forest has been affected by the ash dieback disease,
resulting in huge mortality. To prevent dangerous situations and to cure the
forest, these trees are cut down. Insufficient funding is available for replanting
due to the huge impact of this disease.
Trees for All is cooperating with Staatsbosbeheer for the sustainable recovery
of this forest by planting new trees. In total, over 28,000 young trees will be
planted, with species of mixed regional origin, such as maple, oak, beech,
birch and small-leaved lime. These trees are not susceptible to dieback disease
and should therefore grow into mature forest giants. Planting many different
species of trees provides animals with extra food resources, including berries,
seeds and nuts.
A total of eight hectares of dying forest will be transformed into a healthy
and varied forest that is attractive to plants, animals and citizens. The project
is expected to be completed in 2021. Approximately three hectares will be
realised with support from BAM.
On 26 November, staff members of BAM Infra planted trees in the Waalse bos.
The following day, on Wednesday, November 27, 200 BAM employees
and their children made a major contribution to the planting of the 10,000
trees, that has been completed by Staatsbosbeheer in April 2020.
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3. Northern Ireland and Ireland

Forest locations
Forest locations (Northern) Ireland
BAM company

Name of organisation
Trees on the Land

BAM Contractors Ltd

Forest Locations
Ballineen, Cork
Mount John
Ballymoney
Fermanagh

www.treesontheland.com
Trees on the Land is a charity and not-for-profit project by the Green Economy
Foundation in collaboration with The Woodland Trust in Northern Ireland.
Trees on the Land is a cross-border initiative working to establish young native
trees across the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. The aim of Trees
on the Land is to establish tree cover and woodland in rural and urban areas,
which will grow for many years and provide valuable resources, beneficial
ecosystem services and a lasting legacy for future generations. They plant
small woodlands, coppices, orchards, hedgerows, shelter belts, agroforestry
projects, reforestation sites and larger woodlands. Since 2013, they have
planted more than a million trees at several thousand sites in Ireland and
Northern Ireland.
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Project Common Ground
Area
Type
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Fermanagh, Northern Ireland
Tree cover
Woodland establishment
3,000 trees
9 February 2019

Common Ground is an education, retreat and therapy centre based on a
farm in the West part of Northern Ireland. It is a not-for-profit Community
Interest Company. The core activities are rooted in nature, in the landscape
of Co. Fermanagh and its ecosystems. These include horticulture therapy,
ecotherapy, counselling and psychotherapy, creative arts, professional training
and a variety of practical courses.
The farm is 100 metres above sea level in the east of Fermanagh close to the
Sliabh Beagh mountain range and areas of open high moorland and forestry.
The farm is bounded on its southern side by the Colebrooke river and is
centred on a low hill or glacial drumlin. The land is unimproved meadowland
and has not been intensively farmed. It has a wonderful variety of habitats
and a nowadays rare structure of hedges and mature trees at most of the
field boundaries. The focus is on a combined raising of the tree-cover and
restructuring of the site whilst allowing natural re-wilding of some areas
and continued traditional management of others. Supporting high levels of
biodiversity is a major priority.
The planting for #BAM150 included the creation of microclimate areas: small
areas of native woodland, wood pasture, scrub, fruit and nut orchards, coppice
groves, shelter belts, wildlife corridors and a forest garden area.
On 9 February, representatives of BAM Ireland supported the planting activities
with great enthusiasm.
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Project Ballymoney
Area 		
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

32 Lislagan Road, Ballymoney,
Co Antrim BT53 7DD,
Northern Ireland
Woodland establishment
3,000 trees
9 February 2019

WT 2

scale 1:2,500

key
Native Species
Non-native species

WT 2

scale 1:2,500

key
Native Species
Non-native species

WT 2

scale 1:2,500

Native Species

Northern Ireland is one of the regions in Europe with the smallest percentage
of forest cover. Every year, Trees on the Land work with landowners on
planting over 100 acres of forest on former grasslands. On 9 acres of grass in
Ballymoney, the owner planted 4 acres of the surface area with native species,
2 acres of which were supported by BAM. The landowner, a forester by trade,
used species like oak, scots pine, alder, birch, rowan, cherry, hazel, hawthorn,
blackthorn and crab apple, as well as some smaller plots of beech, poplar
and Sitka spruce. A small part, not supported by #BAM150 was planted with
Norway spruce and Nordmann fir. The owner also planted traditional and
modern apple trees to establish a new orchard.
The owner has great knowledge of woodland establishment and management,
and hopes to generate a useful income from the woodland under sustainable
management in the future. He plants woodland for many reasons: for shelter
and soil protection to benefit the land and remaining pasture; for biodiversity
support and to create landscape diversity in the local area; for firewood,
timber and Christmas tree production, and to gap up an existing woodland
he planted recently.

key

Non-native species
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This multifunctional forest is very modern according to (Northern) Irish
standards. A multifunctional forest combines biodiversity with the production
of wood/timber and makes the landscape more attractive. With the support
of #BAM150, the landowner turned his planting into a showcase for other
interested landowners, who know very little about forestry.
Staff of BAM Ireland assisted the landowner and his family with tree planting
on 9 February.
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"The trees are growing exceptionally well. One rowan is 6 feet
tall! The apple trees are also going well and we hope to have a
few apples to eat in the autumn. Thanks so much. It is difficult
to find support for these kind of small woodland projects so to
get all of this done in one season is really great."
- Andrew Clark, landowner at Lislagan Road, Ballymoney

"I am so relieved the trees are doing well. It has been so wet
here we've hardly been able to get onto the site even to check
each tree for survival. We have a new Women's Group working
on the weeding and helping with maintenance and we all can't
wait to see the trees grow up more next summer."
- Robbie Breadon, landowner at Common Ground
Project Ballymoney
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Project The Manch project
Area
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

The Manch Estate,
Ballineen, Co. Cork, Ireland
Restoration
500 trees
9 February 2019

The Manch Project is part of Trees on the Land and is located on the Manch
Estate at Ballineen about 45 minutes drive from Cork. It is the headquarters
for all work of the Trees on the Land and Green Economy Foundation projects.
Set in over 300 acres of mature and young woodland, Manch is home to
an extensive woodland establishment and management trials, and hosts an
education centre.
On this estate, severe storms in 2017 and 2018 damaged beech and oak on
mature and ancient woodland. The project entails the restoration of these
areas. Beech and oak have been planted with a diverse mix of other native
trees, including oak, scots pine, alder, birch, rowan, cherry, hazel, hawthorn,
blackthorn and crab apple. The large amounts of woodrush in the woods
obstruct natural regeneration, so replanting was necessary to re-establish oak
and other species.
A number of heritage apple trees and wild crab-apple trees have been planted
by #BAM150, some as part of the restoration of the old orchard in the walled
garden and others to be placed elsewhere on the estate.
On 9 February, staff from BAM Ireland office in Cork and their families assisted
with the tree planting at the Manch estate.
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Project Mount John
Area 		
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Mount John, Newcastle,
Co. Wicklow, Ireland
Agroforestry
Woodland establishment
2,500 trees
9 February 2019

Mount John is the name of a newly built equestrian smallholding owned by
Neil and Melanie Wrynn. Set in the stunning Wicklow countryside with views
of both the mountains and the sea, it is a beautiful spot which will benefit
greatly from the addition of tree planting by #BAM150.
Neil and Melanie are passionate about both their horses and the countryside
and are working to restructure a large, steeply sloping ex-arable field into
pasture, woodland and tree cover suitable for horses and other livestock. In
total, the site will accommodate approximately 10,000 trees.
A combination of conventional planting and agroforestry techniques have
been used to establish a traditional field structure with native hedgerows,
narrow shelter woods, a wood-pasture system and fruit trees. The trees will
add important shelter, shade, soil protection and habitat support for wild flora
and fauna to land which was very bare, exposed and at risk of soil erosion and
nutrient loss. Species like sessile oak, scots pine, alder, birch, rowan, hazel,
hawthorn, blackthorn, crab apple, elm and other native species were used.
Non-native species like small-leaved lime and beech are included as standard
trees along the hedge and on the pasture. Heritage, traditional and modern
apple trees have been used to establish a new orchard.
On 9 February 2019, staff members from BAM Ireland office at Co. Kildare
gathered with their families to participate in the tree planting at Mount John.
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"The trees have done very well by the end of the summer.
There has been manual clearing and cleaning of bracken and
briars in all areas at least twice and sometimes 3 times over
the past few months. As you can see from the photos they are
doing so well, competition has been reduced by weeding and
now many of the trees are above the height of the tubes and
the ground cover. I found only 3 trees which haven't made
it - an amazing record so far and good news for all involved.
Thanks so much to BAM for this support and breathing some
new life into the old woods at Manch!"
- Nikki Keeling, project co-ordinator at Manch

"We are so excited to see our site taking shape and especially
over the summer when the trees grew a bit and we can start to
see the structure of the hedges and different areas. We have had
so much fencing and hay mowing to do but our contractors have
been really careful not to damage the trees! Now the children
love going to look at the trees and see if they have grown!"
The Manch project

- Melanie Wrynn, landowner at Mount John
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4. Belgium

Name of organisation
Natuurpunt

Forest location
Forest location Belgium
BAM company
BAM Contractors nv

Forest location
Zottegem

www.natuurpunt.be
With over 100.000 members and 6.000 volunteers, Natuurpunt is the largest
Belgian nature conservation organization. The long term protection of
important habitats, species and landscapes is the main goal. To achieve this,
Natuurpunt buys and manages nature reserves, study species and habitats,
raise awareness and run educational programs for a general and specific
public and lobby local and regional governments.

"BAM's support means more than paying for the 5,000 trees alone.
The funds are also used to purchase the land the trees will be
planted on. Thanks to the support of BAM, we are creating square
meters of forest. Land plus trees. BAM chose to invest in a forest
on a location their own staff and their children can enjoy see
their own forest grow by almost two hectares.
A successful mission. Not without a struggle, but successful
nonetheless, thanks to the efforts of BAM, who have turned it
into a great event for her very dedicated staff and employees, the
efforts of the local volunteers of Zottegem and the teachers and
students of the local schools who helped that day and who managed
to brighten things up with blushing cheeks and dirty hands."
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Project Forest for everyone
Area 		
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Steenbergse bossen, Zottegem
Forestation
5,000 trees, two planting 		
locations, totalling 2 hectares
22 November 2019

The area that Natuurpunt is developing, called the ‘Steenbergse bossen’,
is located near the small village of Zottegem and is part of the ‘forest for
everyone’ project. The area consists of 600 hectares, 30 of which have already
been realised. This valuable forest full of special plant and animal species will
be greatly expanded in the coming years to strengthen the ancient forest core
of 20 hectares.
The land is acquired bit by bit and the agricultural land is changed into
nature, depending on the landowners’ willingness to sell up. #BAM150’s share
consists of two plots of former agricultural land. The soil type is solid clay. To
facilitate planting in such tough soil, Natuurpunt drilled holes beforehand.
The management plan for the whole area, including the #BAM150 plots, was
made by a group of local volunteers who all have knowledge of and expertise
in different aspects of nature and forestry. Many of these volunteers live in the
area and have often been involved for many years.
On 22 November, more than 200 children
and people from BAM Belgium gathered to
assist in planting a large part of the 5,000
trees. A great variety of trees and shrubs were
used. As Natuurpunt prefers seed and plants
from genetically indigenous species, they
planted wild cherry, bird cherry, hornbeam,
pedunculate oak, lime, beech, elm, blackthorn,
hawthorn, hazel, guelder rose, European crab
apple and elder. These species thrive better
and are better suited to the insects and
animals Natuurpunt wants to attract.
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5. Denmark

Forest location
Forest location Denmark
BAM company
BAM Danmark A/S

Name of organisation
Plant et Trae

Forest location
Kopenhagen

www.plant-et-trae.dk
Plant et Trae wants to do much more than just plant shelter and shadow trees.
They aim to bring generations together, to educate and to stimulate the senses.
Plant et trae therefore tries to inspire daycare centres to plant a diversity of
trees and shrubs, such as shrubs that attract insects and butterflies. They have
published an easy-to-understand e-book with illustrations of trees.

"We had a really good planting day with good attendance, good
atmosphere and lots of eager activity. There were 6 employees
from Bam who attended the first hour and enjoyed coffee, cake and
singing before moving on. Our yard has become fine. We thank you
and think that this day has been an orange in our turban."
- Pernille, Leader at Trekronergade Child Day Care Centre
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Project Daycare centres
Area 		
Preschools in the vicinity
			 of Copenhagen
Type 			
Greening of preschool playgrounds
Number of trees
56 trees
There are about 2,000 preschools in Denmark. There is a need for shelter and
shadow trees on the playgrounds of about 30% of the daycare centres, which
means around 700 centres. #BAM150 supported Plant et Trea in providing this
kind of shelter. Crown Prince Frederik of the Danish royal family is the patron
of the Plant et Træ foundation in Denmark.
Plant et Trae wants to do much more than just plant shelter and shadow trees.
They aim to bring generations together, to educate and to stimulate the senses.
Plant et trae therefore tries to inspire daycare centres to plant a diversity of
trees and shrubs, such as shrubs that attract insects and butterflies. They have
published an easy-to-understand e-book with illustrations of trees.
BAM Danmark has chosen to collaborate with Plant et Træ in Copenhagen to
facilitate four small ‘fruit tree plantations’ at daycare centres in the Copenhagen
area. Pear, apple and cherry trees and various berry plants are part of an
educational package for the children. A total of four daycare centres in the
Copenhagen area received the educational package, including the small fruit
plantation of 14 trees and plants. It is intended to teach children about the
necessity of trees, from CO2 sequestering to biodiversity and food production.
With great help from the children, the staff of BAM Denmark planted four
small fruit plantations.
Location of daycare centres
Daycare centre

Address

City

Date

Lundely Børnehus

N.W. Gadesvej 20

Fredensborg

23/05/2019

SFO Lundtofte

Nøjsomhedsvej 11

Lyngby

02/05/2019

Trekronergade Freinet Skole

Trekronergade 46

Valby

03/05/2019

Solsikken

Herlevgårdsvej 21

Herlev

12/06/2019
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6. Germany

Forest locations
Forest Locations Germany
BAM companies

Name of organisation
Stiftung Unternehmen Wald

BAM Deutschland AG
Wayss & Freytag Ingenieurbau
AG

Forest locations
Bärenstein
Sachsenwald

www.wald.de
Stiftung Unternehmen Wald is a non-profit foundation committed to the
promotion of nature conservation, landscape management and sustainable
development. The foundation focuses on the care and creation of landscape
biotopes and forests. The implementation of the foundation’s objectives is
carried out at regional level with recognised stakeholders in the fields of
forestry and nature conservation.

"The cooperation with BAM gave us a lot of pleasure. It was
excellent and the communication and organisation fast and
efficient. The commitment of the employees on the planting day
was extremely motivated. Mr. Havekost, the responsible forester
as well as I were very impressed how many trees were planted
and with such an enthusiasm. We got to know BAM Germany as a
serious and committed partner with whom we would very much
like to continue working in the future."
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Project Sachsenwald
Area 		
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Schleswig Holstein
Restoration
4,000 trees
5 November 2019

Plannng Area

The Sachsenwald (Saxonian Forest), which covers 77 km2, is the largest forest
of Schleswig Holstein and is situated about 30 km to the east of the city of
Hamburg. It is the remaining part of the prehistoric forest that used to cover
Northern Germany, comprising mainly beech and oak trees. The forest is still
mainly broadleaved. It has the status of a protected area under the (European)
Natura 2000 regulation. This means that nature conservation and biodiversity
are leading for the maintenance of the forest.
For commercial purposes, the broadleaved forest is mixed with pine and
spruce. The spruce trees, in particular, are suffering from the changing climate.
The sandy soil dries out in summers like the one in 2018. The weakened trees
are an easy victim for the bark beetle or heavy winds. The owner of the forest
(Graf von Bismarck) wants to change these monocultures of spruce into mixed
forests with beech. These trees are better adapted to climate change and
increase biological diversity. As beech trees are not very popular with the
timber market, investment will not be economically viable. The alternative,
however, is bare land that will be covered by spruce again, and history will
repeat itself.
With support from #BAM150, it was possible to replant these areas in the
forest with beech and to introduce species like elm trees on the wet areas.
This species disappeared over the past centuries, as it was not interesting for
commercial use. For biodiversity, these trees are very useful in the wet areas
and could multiply easily. So the project will also include a number of elm trees.
On 5 November, 31 staff members of BAM Deutschland and BAM Wayss&
Freytag gathered at the Sachsenwald to assist in planting 600 beech trees in
the beautiful environment of this forest.
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Name of organisation
PRIMAKLIMA
www.primaklima.org
PRIMAKLIMA is a non-profit association. For almost 30 years, PRIMAKLIMA
has been committed to the preservation and expansion of forests and is thus
actively involved in climate protection. So far, it has been able to plant more than
14 million trees in numerous forest projects around the globe. The cooperation
with external, independent forestry experts as well as the regular project visits
by PRIMAKLIMA ensure the success and the durability of the projects.

"On the 3rd of April PRIMAKLIMA organized for BAM
Germany a planting activity in Bärenstein. It was a sunny
morning and the employees of BAM Germany arrived
motivated. Together we planted in two hours around 500
whych elms. Thanks to the support of Trees For All and BAM
Germany a new mixed forest is growing now in Bärenstein."
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Project Bärenstein
Area
Type
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Municipality Bärenstein
Forestation on former 		
agricultural land
4,000 trees
3 April 2019

Project Bärenstein is situated in the municipality of Bärenstein, close to the
Erzgebirgte mountain range at the border between Germany and the Czech
Republic. In this region, there is a high risk of floods. Traditionally, only spruce
trees have been planted in this part of Germany. PRIMAKLIMA cooperates in
this region with Wald fur Sachsen (Forest for Saxony Foundation). Their aim
is to protect the environment and to enhance biodiversity by planting mixed
forests in this region. They also run an educational programme and organise
field visits.
The 4,000 trees for #BAM150 are planted in a project area totalling 3.3
hectares, where other donating partners have also collaborated in planting
a total of 12,450 trees. The new forest is created on former agricultural land,
and in the first place ensures flood protection. It is also a place for recreation
and it creates new habitats for insects and birds. Last but not least, it protects
against climate change.
Executive staff members of the different branches of BAM Germany met at
Bärenstein for a joint effort in planting different tree species like common
spruce, sessile oak, European larch, elm and sycamore maple.
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7. Switzerland

Forest location
Forest location Switzerland
BAM company

Name of organisation
Bürgergemeinde de stadt Basel

BAM Swiss AG
BAM Swiss AG

Forest location
Forest location

"Thanks to the support of BAM we were able to restore
a part of the damaged forest. Soon this part of the
forest will be open again for visitors."
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Project Hardwald
Area 		
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Hardwald near the city of Basel
Restoration
500 trees
25 October 2019

The Hardwald forest (200 hectares) is situated on the outskirts of the city of
Basel. Maybe the best-known forest of Switzerland, it has great importance
for the region. It filters water for the region’s supply of drinking water and is
also a recreational area for the citizens. Hardwald is an important home for
the black woodpecker, even though it is surrounded by housing, industry and
traffic facilities.
The Hardwald forest is managed sustainably by the Forest Department of
the City of Basel, which is fully reliant on the sale of wood for its income.
The harvesting of wood is restricted to a certain amount (m3) of wood per
year as the forest grows. Due to the drought of the spring and summer of
2018, and the fact that the groundwater level is about 16 metres deep, about
4,500 mature trees have died or are in poor condition. The weaker trees have
been or will be attacked by diseases or insects like the bark beetle. As climate
change proceeds, with longer periods of drought in summer and heavy rains
in autumn, the forest needs to be better adapted. Coniferous trees need to be
replaced by different species of broadleaved trees.
On 25 October, 60 staff members of BAM Switzerland and their families
replanted 4 of the most damaged acres with 500 oak trees, which are better
able to withstand climate change and bring in biodiversity.
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8. England

Forest locations
Forest Locations England

Name of organisation
Heart of England
www.heartofenglandforest.com

BAM companies
BAM Construct UK
BAM Nuttall Ltd
BAM PPP UK Ltd

Forest Locations
Manchester
Evesham

The Heart of England Forest (HOEF) is an ambitious charity working to create
a huge new woodland in the heart of England that will benefit people and
wildlife for generations to come. Their goal is to reach 30,000 acres of semicontiguous forest, by planting 13 million native broadleaf trees with species
like: birch, rowan, alder, hazel, hawthorn, blackthorn, crab apple and beech.
The forest stretches across the heart of England – from the ancient Forest of
Arden, south to the edge of the Vale of Evesham. It is an area dense in cities,
towns and industry. Which is why HOEF is creating a place to walk under
shady canopies and through airy glades, away from the bustle of city life.
To date, they have planted approximately 1.8 million trees across 3,923
acres, to join a further 800 acres of mature woodland. The Heart of England
Forest will be one of the large native forests in England. At just 13% of
their goal, they are already England’s biggest new native woodland. They
provide volunteering throughout the year, including woodland maintenance
and support for biodiversity. For more information: HOEF has made a
tree guide containing all 24 species with a nice explanation of each tree:
www.heartofenglandforest.com/tree-guide.
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Projects Ab Lench and Off Newhnam Lane
Area
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Ab Lench: Worcestershire
Off Newhnam Lane: Warwickshire
Woodland, forestation
5,500 trees
13 March 2019 (3,000 trees)
February 2020 (2,500 trees)

The #BAM150 project is situated at two locations on former agricultural
land, one in Ab Lench close to Church Lench. HOEF is using 24 species to
create a forest that will look, smell and feel like the natural English woodlands
that have been lost over the past centuries. The species include English oak,
sycamore and sweet chestnut.

Ab Lench

On 13 March 2019, around 20 BAM members planted part of the 3,000 trees
on 1,87 hectare. At the second location, Off Newhnam Lane, Warwickshire,
the other 2,500 trees have been planted in February 2020.

Off Newhnam Lane
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"Working with BAM has been a fantastic experience; our Forestry team
were so grateful for the energy and positivity they brought to their
planting day on 13 March. The team really pulled together and made an
impressive start to planting the first 500 trees of the 3,000 BAM trees at
that site. We are very grateful to all the volunteers and everyone at BAM
for supporting our important work via the #BAM150 initiative."
- Heart of England
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Name of organisation
Manchester City of Trees
www.cityoftrees.org.uk
Manchester City of Trees is an innovative and exciting movement, set to reinvigorate Greater Manchester’s landscape by restoring underused, unloved
woodland and planting a tree for every person that lives in the City Region,
within a generation. They have previously cooperated with BAM, and are
partners of the Northern Forest initiative. Their professional staff have
experience in education and cooperate with a large number of volunteers,
throughout Greater Manchester.

"City of Trees were thrilled to work with BAM and honoured
to host the final planting event of #BAM150. We hope this
is the beginning of a long and fruitful relationship between
BAM and our tree planting colleagues across Europe."
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Project Boz Park Bury
Area 		
Type 			
Number of trees
Tree planting day

Bury, near Manchester
Urban woodland
2,000 trees
10 December 2019

The #BAM150 project is located to the east of Bury, a city near Manchester.
By planting trees like birch, rowan, alder, guelder rose, hazel, hawthorn,
blackthorn, crab apple and beech, #BAM 150 will improve the quality of the
green space for recreational purposes – making it look more attractive and
providing shade in summer. It will improve the biodiversity of the site by
creating new habitats and it will help disperse poor air quality from motorways.
Getting local residents involved in planting and maintenance events will help
to engage them with the green space, empowering them to feel connected
to their local park and giving them the confidence and skills they need to use
and look after it in future.
On 10 December, 31 employees of BAM UK joined CEO Rob van Wingerden at
Bury, to plant the final 3,000 trees of the #BAM150 project.
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9. Bolivia

Forest location

Name of organisation
Sicirec Bolivia ltda.
The region nestles in the eastern foothills of the Andes and attracts countless
travellers who come for its breathtaking mountain peaks and the beauty of its
sub-tropical forest. In recent decades, large swathes of Bolivia’s natural forest
have been laid waste. To halt this deforestation, Trees for All has been working
together with local farmers for the last ten years on planting new plots of
forest. The project is sustainably managed by our Bolivian project partner
Sicirec in close cooperation with the farming families.
Sicirec has been carrying out reforestation activities in Bolivia since 2008. The
organisation has planted 50,000 trees for #BAM150. In the spring of 2019, a total
of 37,258 trees were planted with 41 smallholder farmers. In November, another
12,742 trees, mainly cocoa trees, were planted with 9 smallholder farmers.

"The project of BAM helps us to plant trees and also to improve
our economic situation. The help of BAM is essential, not only
for providing us the trees, but also to improve our knowledge
about tree planting, and help us with tree care. All this is
important for protecting the environment and save trees for
my children and future generations."
- Mrs. Doña Berta
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Project Arbolivia
Type 			
Number of trees

Reforestation tropical forest
50,000 trees on 50 hectares
of land. About 15 hectares 		
have been planted as woodlots,
10 hectares with fruit trees and
25 hectares in agroforestry
systems (cocoa/coffee with
timber shade trees)

Sicirec has been carrying out reforestation activities in Bolivia since 2008. The
organisation has planted 50,000 trees for #BAM150. In the spring of 2019,
a total of 37,258 trees were planted with 41 smallholder farmers. In the
period November 2019 – February 2020, another 12,742 trees, mainly cocoa
trees, were planted with 9 smallholder farmers.
In many situations worldwide, deforestation is caused not by greed but
by poverty. This is particularly the case in landscapes that are dominated
by smallholder farms. Both in Bolivia and Uganda, BAM is planting
trees in landscapes that are dominated by subsistence farmers
surrounding native forests (or remnants of them). While the project in
Uganda focuses on the restoration of natural forests by full-scale tree
planting, the project in Bolivia uses a less direct approach, in which native
forests are protected by restoring the productivity of the smallholder farms
surrounding those forests.
In Bolivia, timber and commodity trees (cocoa/fruit/coffee) are planted
on agricultural land, in order to restore and improve soil fertility. Restoring
soil fertility also improves crop productivity, which in turn results in an
improved economic situation for the farmers (meaning higher incomes
and more diversified, stable incomes). This improved economic situation
means that farmers no longer need to cut down native forests in order to
search for new productive areas.
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Before the trees could be produced and planted, an inventory had to be made of
which farmers were interested in tree planting. When they had been identified, a
soil inventory was made to determine which tree species were most appropriate
for the planting site. This activity was done by the 8 agronomists employed
by Sicirec. Once the inventory was made, the nursery could be prepared to
produce the trees in sufficient quantities and the right species composition.
For the BAM project, the nursery work started in October 2018, when 33,000
seeds were collected from adjacent forest areas and cocoa plantations. In
December, another 34,000 seeds were collected, making a total of 67,000 seeds.
10 people were given the job of raising the seeds. The seeds were first sown
in seedbeds. After 2 weeks, the small sprouts were then transplanted to plastic
bags filled with soil substrate, where they could grow tall enough to be planted
out in the field. In Bolivia, some tree species need about 2.5 months to reach
that level of maturity, whereas others (e.g. cocoa) need more time in the nursery
and are therefore planted out later.
The seed collection, inventory and nursery work needed to be planned well
before the planting, which is done in the rainy season. The main rainy season
in Bolivia is between January and April, but due to climate change, the rainy
season sometimes also starts in February or even March.
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Planting in Bolivia is a logistical challenge, due to the many rivers in the region.
The trucks carrying the young trees to the farmers cannot cross many of these
rivers when the heavy rains have begun. So the tree distribution to the farmers
needed to be done just before the start of rainy season, or just afterwards. In
this period, the agronomists drove back and forth between the nursery and
the farmers with the trees. Some farms were temporarily inaccessible due to
the rivers, and others not. This required continual adjustment to the logistics.
The planting started in February 2019, when the first rains started, by
transporting 8,300 trees from the nursery to the farmers. The objective was
to plant 11,000 trees that month already, but the rivers could not be crossed
due to the heavy rains. In fact, many areas faced heavy flooding in February
2019. Fortunately, the situation improved in March and April. The final trees,
mahogany and cocoa, have been planted in November 2019 and February
2020.
After delivering the trees, the agricultural technicians trained the farmers
in how to carry out the planting. The training is done on-the-job:
technicians actually help with the first planting by setting out the
planting lines and digging some of the planting holes. So when the
agronomist moves on to the next farm, the farmer who has been trained
knows exactly how to proceed. After a few days, the agronomist returns to
the farmer to check on the results and recommend adjustments, if necessary.
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10. Uganda

Forest location

Name of organisation
Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) in
collaboration with Face the Future
Kibale National Park in Uganda is one of East Africa’s most impressive
rainforests, harbouring a wealth of flora and fauna. Through reforestation,
#BAM150 has boosted the available habitat for animals, protecting primaeval
forest and making a positive climate contribution.
Kibale National Park, located in the western part of Uganda, is renowned for
its diversity of monkeys and great apes, the best known being the chimpanzee.
Deforestation in the period 1970-2000 has led to habitat degradation, and
biodiversity is seriously threatened as a consequence. The reforestation
contributes to the restoration of Kibale and provides income to the local
farming community living around the park.

"Kibale National Park sets an example that large-scale
reforestation and natural forest regeneration is possible and can
show beneficial results in favour of neighbouring communities,
biodiversity and the global community to appreciate wildlife. The
involvement of companies such as BAM group is key to achieving
these successes and sets an example to other private companies
to invest in long-term initiatives to spread awareness and restore
the natural environment on which we largely depend."
- Face the Future
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Project Kibale Forest
Type 			
Number of trees

Tropical forest
50,000 trees,
20 hectares of land

#BAM150 focused on rehabilitation of the area through the planting of
indigenous tree species. The purpose of the project was to realise multiple
socio-economic and environmental benefits (biodiversity conservation, local
community development and soil erosion control) by helping local farming
communities set up commercial tree nurseries and by providing them with
labour for the planting activities. Restoring tree cover increases biodiversity in
the area and will gradually result in the recovery of the natural forest ecosystem.
This also improves the quality of water in the surrounding areas and will restore
the habitat of chimpanzees and other animals endemic to Kibale.
In Kibale new techniques have been applied to speed up the transformation of
the ubiquitous elephant grass stands into forest coverage in a cost-effective way.
To date, over 6,530 hectares have been rehabilitated, including 20 hectares by
#BAM150, and there are plans for an additional 10,000 hectares, approximately.
The project activity created employment opportunities for local communities,
in tree production, planting, weeding and tending. A total of 90 local people
have been involved in the project on a yearly and ongoing basis. Besides that,
the project will enhance the community bond and elevate the status of women
by ensuring their participation in the project activities.
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The #BAM150 planting
To be ready for the start of the planting season, which usually begins in April,
the preparatory activities have to start 6 months in advance. In October 2018,
three tree nurseries were built to nurture the seedlings. The seeds were collected
from nearby forests. Not only is this cheaper than buying them, but compared
to commercial seeds, collected seeds (and future trees) are better accustomed
to the local environmental conditions and have a better chance of survival.
The seeds were first sown in seed beds where they could sprout. After sprouting,
the tiny seedlings were then transplanted to small plastic bags filled with a soil
substrate that provides the nutrients for the young trees. This transplanting
process is called ‘picking’. After 6 months, the young trees are big enough to
be planted out.
The rainy season is less predictable nowadays, due to climate change. If the
rains come too late or if there are large intervals between them, the young trees
may dry out. The management in Kibale has gained the experience to recognise
the difference between an incidental raindrop and the real start of the rainy
season, and once again they succeeded in their predictions. In May 2019, the
rains were abundant enough for planting.
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Before planting, the sites needed to be cleared of grasses, in order to give the
young trees a good start. This is heavy work in Kibale, since all the planting sites
are overgrown by metres-high hyperrhenia and Imperata cylindrica (elephant)
grass. This grass has to be cleared in order to provide light, water and nutrients
to the young trees. To save energy, 1 to 2-metre corridors of grass were cleared.
A corridor was created for every 2 metres, within which the trees were planted.
Additional workers were contracted for digging the holes and planting the trees.
These activities require extra capacity, so people were hired on short-term contracts.
Planting started at the end of May 2019 and continued in June. In June 2019, all
50,000 trees for BAM were planted. They were all planted at 1 location with ID
1702. The species that were planted are: Bridelia micrantha (26,340), Warburgia
ugandensis (3,195), Spathodea campanulata (17,700), Prunus africana (1,690)
and Cordia mellenii (1,075). The replacement of dead trees (up to 30%) will be
carried out in the next rainy season, April – May 2020, by the species: Croton
megalocarpus, Mimusops bagshaweii, Ficus sur, Croton macrostachys and
Cordia africana.
A total of 20 hectares were planted, with a density of 2,500 trees per hectare,
resulting in 50,000 trees. In the months from June to September, the dry season,
the sites were maintained. This involved removing all the upcoming grass and
checks by the fire brigades to ensure the prevention of fires.
On visiting the sites at the moment, you will see only small trees surrounded
by elephant grass, but within 7 years this will have changed completely. The 20
hectares will actually have a forest cover, the grass will have disappeared and
the first larger animals such as chimpanzees may be spotted there! The trees
will be maintained by UWA until 2049 at least.
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11. Impact #BAM150
To indicate the impact of the #BAM150 project, we need to view it from a broader perspective. The #BAM150 project contributes to
several Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations Development Programme. The Sustainaable Development Goals (SDGs),
also known as the Global Goals, were adopted by all United Nations aMember States in 2015 as a universal call to action to end
poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by 2030.
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#BAM150years
contributes to the following sustainable development goals
The projects contribute to reducing poverty mainly in the
tropics, project Uganda and Bolivia, because over time
the local population will be able to generate income from
newly created forests (agroforestry). Reducing poverty is
less relevant for the European projects.
The projects in the tropics invest in improved agriculture.

The growing trees combat climate change by absorbing
CO2. Within 50 years, the 150,000 trees are expected to
sequester 24,450 tons of CO2.

By planting 150,000 trees in sustainable forest projects in
Europe and the tropics, BAM is contributing, in particular,
to SDG 15: Life on Land, by increasing the world’s forest
area. This increase is vital, as more forest is disappearing at
the moment than is being added. Besides providing food
security and shelter, forests are key in combating climate
change and in protecting biodiversity and the homes of
the indigenous population. By protecting forests, we will
also be able to strengthen natural resource management,
increase land productivity and reduce poverty.
The #BAM150 project has built up partnerships: within BAM,
between BAM and Trees for All, and between the European
participating forest organisations, who have come together
to enhance their capacity to respond to requests like the
one from BAM.

In addition to these goals, the projects also contribute to raising awareness; some projects slightly more than other. For example, an education programme for young
children is in place in Denmark, while in Belgium the locals plant the trees themselves, thus becoming involved in their own area and remaining so.

Trees for All

